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Living Wisdom for Inhabiting a New and Brighter Life
In these times of intense change, the Gene Keys, by Richard Rudd, provides a new
spiritual framework within the Great Awakening that is emerging on our planet at this time.
It can assist individuals to step forward as conscious creators of a whole New World.
The Gene Keys are revealing the individual codes of your awakening, which are linked to
your DNA, they can be activated through inquiry, contemplation, gentleness and patience.
The Gene Keys is a synthesis of practical wisdom to help guide you to a deeper
understanding of yourself and your true potential. The Gene Keys invites you on a journey
of self discovery to nd the true higher purpose of your life.
The Gene Keys is a living system, the power lies in the unique self inquiry to
discover the true nature of your being.
My Journey with the Gene Keys
I began my Gene Keys journey in 2009, two years after I had started studying and
teaching Integral Human Design. I became aware of the Gene Keys when Richard Rudd,
also a Human Design teacher at that time, released the rst edition of his Gene Keys
book. As I began to read the book, I immediately downloaded my own Gene Keys Pro le
and embarked on the Gene Keys Golden Path journey.
Then I became interested in sharing the wisdom of the Gene Keys transmission and
completed the program to be part of the rst wave of Gene Keys Ambassadors in 2019.
As a Gene Keys Ambassador I host regular community calls, webinars and experiential
workshops. I always integrate the Gene Keys when coaching and mentoring people.
What are the Gene Keys?
The Gene Keys are a master tool for understanding human behaviour and potential and
reveals an archetypical spectrum of consciousness. From time immemorial, the sages
and saints of all cultures have suggested that inside the human body exists a code for
higher human evolution - a transcendent state of great compassion and inner freedom.
It is this higher purpose hidden deep within your DNA that the 64 Gene Keys are
speci cally designed to awaken.
By initiating a process of cellular recognition unique to each individual, the Gene Keys
guide you through a transformation of your core beliefs about yourself and the nature of
existence. Over time this raises your life onto a new and higher level of awareness.
Presented as a spiritual path in their own right, the Gene Keys invites you on a journey of
contemplation that leads to powerful inner revelation and deep self-acceptance.
The Gene Keys can assist in:
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Discovering your prime gifts and how they tie into your life’s PURPOSE
Learning how you can begin to open your heart in your RELATIONSHIPS
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Gaining insight on what's standing in the way of your PROSPERITY and how to
break through

Who’s Richard Rudd?
Richard Rudd is the creator of Gene Keys. He is an award-winning poet,
author of several books, a modern mystic and teacher. Richard had a special
experience at the age of 29 when he received the inspiration of the Gene
Keys transmission. It took him seven years to write the essential Gene Keys
book, which includes all the 64 Gene Keys.
The Gene Keys Sequences

The Activation Sequence - Your Individual Keys to Activate Your Purpose
Those of us who feel inspired to contemplate our purpose have a special responsibility
bringing this essence into the world. There still exists much su ering in the world, and
every time we activate even a small aspect of the greater ideal of a better self, we ful ll
our higher purpose.
The Venus Sequence - Your Individual Keys to Elevate Your Relationships
We use our relationships as the fuel of our spiritual transformation, learning to follow the
path of love. This means that if you have a primary relationship, then you must place that
relationship at the heart of your life. If you do not happen to have a primary relationship at
the moment, then you must place all relationships at the heart of your life.
The Pearl Sequence - Your Individual Keys to Liberate Your Prosperity
This aspect describes a genuine exchange with life, of giving and receiving your deepest
gifts in synchronicity with the greater whole. This path guides you towards true prosperity
by helping you to nd your core vocation. It supports you in nding the highest possible
form of service you can o er to the world, through your inherent gifts and talents.
Spectrum of Consciousness
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The 64 Gene Keys are based on a spectrum of consciousness. Each Gene Key contains a
Shadow (challenge), a Gift (potential) and a siddhi (essence) and an introverted
(repressed) and extroverted (reactive) behaviour pattern.

These three stages/frequency bands which
play a role in our psychological and spiritual
development.
Shadow/Challenge: When we are worried
about our survival, and fear is in the driver's
seat, we nd ourselves in shadow territory.
Our shadows can be expressed individually in
repressive or reactive ways.
Gift/Potential: When we are more oriented
towards serving others and honouring
ourselves, rather than protecting and defending ourselves, we more naturally share our
gifts with others and feel a sense of belonging in the world.
Siddhi/Essence: When we have entered a state of expansion and have completely
surrendered our sense of separateness into the whole, we have entered the realm of the
Siddhi.
These states of being (or frequencies) breathe and dance together as we evolve.
The Gene Keys Journey of Self Illumination
The Gene Keys Book, your individual Gene Keys Pro le and the Golden Path Program are
the means of unlocking the enormous potential of your life.
Get your FRRE Gene Keys Pro le at:
rolfkrahnert.com/working-with-rolf
Bringing together astrological calculations and the Chinese I Ching, your Pro le is the
original blueprint that tells you who you are, how you operate and why you are here.
The easiest start into Gene Keys is by downloading your individual Gene Keys Pro le for
free. The Gene Keys Pro le uni es astrological calculations with an archetypal
understanding of genetics. The Gene Keys Pro le is available in twelve di erent
languages.
The Gene Keys Book
The Gene Keys Pro le standalone can be quite complex at the
beginning, so another easy start into the Gene Keys is to buy
the Gene Keys Book.
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Get it Here: http://bit.ly/gene-keys-australia

More Information about courses at: http://bit.ly/gene-keys-australia
For a full understanding of your pro le you’re invited to explore the Gene Keys Golden
Path Program — an easy-to-follow, guided journey of transformation that shows you
how to apply this knowledge to your life.
The guided program is the more committed start into Gene Keys, a step by step and
easy-to-follow approach. The rst stage of the Gene Keys path is the Activation
Sequence, the second stage the Venus Sequence, the third stage the Pearl Sequence
and the fourth stage the Harmony Sequence (not yet released).
Those four sequences guide you into the heart of your Gene Keys Pro le and all of the
wisdom of the transmission.
The Art of Contemplation
Rooted in ancient wisdom and o ering a gentle, easy-to-follow Path of Contemplation,
the Gene Keys are an oasis of calm in a fast-paced world. Here you’ll nd a journey of
self-enquiry that challenges, questions and enlightens you about who you are.
One major aspect of the Gene Keys teaching is the
art of contemplation. Just recently Richard Rudd
published his new book and online course “The Art
of Contemplation”, which in nature is a mystery
beyond our mind.
Get it Here: http://bit.ly/gene-keys-australia
The Art of Contemplation is an inward looking process that combines pauses throughout
a day in between activities. Actual activities based on Gene Keys could be for example
reading or listening to your pro le, attending community calls and sharing your
experiences and working out the activities of your daily life. The connections between
activities and pauses creates the magic.
The purpose of contemplation is to know what and who we really are, we have to go
beyond the mind and recognise that our true nature is unlimited, ever-present awareness.
For many this begins as a form of “unlearning”, as we let go of our reliance on our
intellect and open up to new pathways of awareness.
What is the Gene Keys Pro le based on?
They are created by using an individual’s date, time and place of birth. This is based on
the assumption that the world in which we live is de ned by a mathematical matrix which
can be represented by a binary code.
This can be described as the ‘Holographic Principle’.
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The DNA, i.e. the genetic information which represents the
blueprint for every life, in its essence also corresponds to a
binary code.

Assuming that we are moving in a space-time continuum, which in addition to current
explainable causalities still holds unexplained synchronicities, each point in time in this
matrix corresponds to a state of information.
The state of information in our reference system, that is our planetary system, can
therefore be determined by calculating the position of the planets at a certain point in
time.
However, this cannot be explained by causality (because you were born on 01/12/1970,
you are...), but has to be seen with reference to synchronicities as well as a fractal,
holographic totality.
Welcome to The Gene Keys, a grand synthesis of practical wisdom to help guide you to a
deeper understanding of yourself and your true potential. I’m inviting you on a journey of
self discovery to nd the true higher purpose of your life.

Rolf Krahnert, ConsciousLiving Coach/Mentor, Gene Keys Guide and Ambassador.
For more than 30 years I have been dealing with physiological and psychological
questions with a focus on mindfulness and spirituality and their e ects on body and mind.
My vision is to support people grow into conscious, sovereign beings. My mission is to
assist people locally and worldwide to live a life of self-determination, creativity and
ful lment.
Rolf’s Website: https://rolfkrahnert.com
FREE Individual Gene Keys Pro le and Introduction
The easiest way to begin your journey of self-illumination is to get your own individual
Gene Keys Pro le and Rolf’s Gene Keys Introduction Here:
rolfkrahnert.com/working-with-rolf
For guidance on your journey with the Gene Keys reach out to Rolf at:
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https://rolfkrahnert.com/genekeys

Your Journey of Self Illumination with the Gene Keys
Your Gene Keys Pro le is a means of unlocking the enormous potential of your life.
Here is a list of recommended steps for anyone who wants to start their journey
with this profound wisdom.
It takes some energy and focus to bring the transmission ‘alive’, and it is one of the best
and most empowering things you’ll ever do.
Simply by reading, listening and lling your mind with the information, it has no choice but
to spring to life along with all of the miracles, insights and breakthroughs within.
My 4 Recommended Steps:
1. The Compass - Download your Gene Keys Pro le HERE
2. The Map - Get your copy of the Gene Keys Book HERE
3. The Journey - Get the Activation Sequence HERE
The First Step of the Activation Sequence (the 4 outside green Gene Keys in your
pro le) is Free. Listening to the included videos and audios as well as reading about them
in the book and the PDF les will begin and deepen your individual process.
4. As an option, you might nd more clarity in having a session with someone who is
deeply embodied in the Gene Keys wisdom.
Your journey of Self Illumination.
It is normal if you feel that you perhaps don’t ‘get it’ straight away, yet important to know
that the information is not designed to be grasped or digested by the mind. This is literally
a reprogramming language for your genetic code and your mind, the words are sinking in
at a far deeper level than the separate mind will understand.
Trust that, and keep going!
The Gene Keys Golden Path Sequences:
The best way to bring the Gene Keys alive and ground in a deeper understanding is
beginning with the Activation Sequence. It is a really simple, affordable and extremely
potent tool that will allow you to follow some structure and give you more insights and
details into the all important spheres and ’line numbers’ - the foundation of this work.
The 3 Most Signi cant Questions for your Awakening Process:
- What is your purpose in life? Get The Activation Sequence - HERE
- How ful lling are your relationships? Get The Venus Sequence - HERE
- How integrated are you into your community? Get The Pearl Sequence - HERE
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I have found that these 3 sequences are a prerequisite for your awakening!

The Patterns
Contact me at rolfkrahnert.com for a pdf about the 64 Archetypical Victim Patterns and
Dilemmas for each Gene Key. It is good to have it handy for a cross reference with your
enquiries. It can be seen as pulling together all of the information to have your own unique
breakthrough in each archetype in your pro le.
We have to explore how we can shine the light of awareness on our shadows. We all
express victim aspects in our lives and every shadow state is a victim state of
consciousness. Discovering our individual shadows and gifts allows us to be in the world in
a more aware state through our own accountability. Instead of falling victim to our reactive
patterns, it empowers us to respond, from moment to moment, knowing our true being.
It is important to emphasise the importance of making time to inquire into these Gene Keys
and provide an inner space for contemplation so that your individual insights and
breakthroughs can come alive in your experience.
It is vital for you to spend regular time penetrating a relevant Gene Key. It can be any
Gene Key, most likely it will be in the beginning your Life’s Work or your Evolution. This
way you can get the best feeling for your individual aspects and the process. Feel into it,
spend some time wherever you are drawn to and dive in!
When contemplating any of your Gene Keys, ask yourself the following questions, I
recommend writing your thoughts and insights into a diary:

- How does this Shadow show up for me?
- Where do I see this Shadow in others and the world?
- How am I expressing that Shadow aspect?
- How is that Victim pattern showing up for me, how do I feel?
- How can I recognise and activate my Gift?
Start observing these aspects in your awareness so that you can integrate and transcend
your shadows, victim patterns and reactive patterns.
If you invest approx. 30 minutes a day to read, listen to and inquire into any of your keys, a
deep understanding will come alive and completely change the nature of your experience
and the nature of your reality.
The Values of the Gene Keys Approach
Contemplation - Self Empowerment through unlocking your inner wisdom. Inquiry - Your
outer life is always a re ection of your inner life. Gentleness - The deepest understanding
cannot be forced. Patience - Breakthroughs, insights and epiphanies come in their own
time.
In Peace and Trust
Rolf Krahnert
ConsciousLiving Coach and Gene Keys Ambassador
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